Yugoslavia¹
(Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, SFRJ)

National Organization

The national psychological organization in Yugoslavia is:
Yugoslovenski Udruzenje Psihologa
c/o Dr. A. Dolinar
Odenje za Psihologiju
Filozofsky Fakultet
61000 Ljubljana
Yugoslavia

The address of the central office changes from year to year.

The official languages are Serbo-Croatian, Slovene, and Macedonian.

Internal Structure

The Yugoslav Psychological Association consists of the six psychological associations, one in each republic, as Yugoslavia has six republics. The executive committee moves every year

¹Based on information supplied by various sources.
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from one republic to another. Administrative work is done in
the office of the psychological association of the republic that is
the residence of that year's president.

The electoral system of the executive council is deter-
mined by the rules of the Yugoslav Psychological Association.
The psychological association of each of the six republics has
one delegate.

Membership

A member of the psychological association of any republic
of SFRJ is a member of the Yugoslav Psychological Association
as well. The total number is 1,350. All members are
psychologists with university degrees.

The psychological associations of every republic organize
working sections, such as, sections for clinical psychology or
sections for school psychology.

Membership Requirements

The psychological associations of each republic define
their own terms of membership.

Major Activities

The major activities of the association are publishing of
reviews, organizing a congress of psychologists for all of
Yugoslavia every 3 years, representing the psychological as-
associations of the republics at the International Union of
Psychological Science.

Education and Training

All six Yugoslav universities offer courses in psychology;
four of them offer diplomas in psychology and, at a more ad-
vanced level, a master's degree and a doctorate. The Belgrade
University offers advanced training in clinical, educational, and